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Abstract
The kinetics of the oxidation-reduction of hydrous oxide films formed electrochemically at an
Ni+ Co-based amorphous alloy in alkaline solutions display numerous similarities with many polymercoated electrodes. In cyclic voltammetric experiments, the anodic response shows a strong dependence
on the magnitude and the time spent at negative potentials, particularly in the case of relatively thick
films, while the cathodic peak remains essentially unaffected by these variables. Potential step
experiments show unusual maxima and peculiar anodic-to-cathodic charge ratios. These results have
been explained in terms of ion/solvent injection/expulsion processes which take place during film
oxidation-reduction and a disproportionation reaction which occurs within the oxide film under
non-steady-state conditions.

INTRODUCTION

The rate of charge transport through electroactive films on electrode surfaces
has been of interest for some time. This is due, in part, to their potential
applications in such areas as electrocatalysis, energy conversion, electrochromism
etc. [1-5]. In addition, the fundamental nature of the charge transport process
through such films is also of importance, both in shedding light on the impact of
film structure and composition on the kinetics and mechanisms involved and in
optimizing film growth conditions to produce the most desirable electrode characteristics.
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In our previous papers [6,7], the electrochemical formation of hydrous oxide
films at amorphous Ni + Co alloy electrodes was discussed. It was shown that
numerous properties of these modified electrodes were very similar to systems in
which electroactive polymers such as polyvinylferrocene [8-10], functionalized
polystyrene [11,12], tetrathiofulvalene [12-14], polyaniline [15] etc. are coated on
metal electrode surfaces. For example, the oxide film thickness at amorphous
Ni + Co electrodes can be controllably varied from only a few monolayers to more
than 500 nm during electrochemical growth [6], The films appear to be gel-like in
nature [6], which is evidence for the presence of solvent within the structure and
for the likelihood of a flexible film backbone. The principal redox reaction of the
oxide has been shown to involve the transport of both electrons and counter-ions;
the reaction is also electrochromic. While these are all similar to the characteristics
exhibited by numerous polymer-based systems, they also bear a strong resemblance
to the features of hydrous oxide films formed at metals such as Ir [16-20] and Rh
[21].
The focus of the present work concerns the kinetics of oxidation and reduction
of these hydrous oxide films, as compared with polymer-modified and other metal
oxide electrodes. It will be shown that film oxidation is quite different from
reduction, indicative of a unique film structure and/or composition in each of
these two states. Also, an unusual disproportionation reaction appears to take
place during the rapid electrochemical reduction of these Ni + Co oxide films.
EXPERIMENTAL

The principal methods of investigation employed in this work were cyclic
voltammetry (CV), chronoamperometry and chronocoulometry. The working electrode was an amorphous Ni 5 1 Co 2 3Cr 1 0 Mo 7 Fe 5 5 B 3 5 (wt.%) ribbon material, obtained from Allied-Signal Corporation and having a typical area of 0.1 cm2.
Because of the difficulty of determining the true electrode area electrochemically,
all current and charge densities are given with respect to the apparent electrode
area. The counter-electrode was a large area Pt gauze and the reference electrode
was the reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE), to which all potentials are referred.
All experiments were carried out in 1 M NaOH solutions under an Ar atmosphere
at room temperature.
A description of the instrumentation, cell, electrode preparation techniques,
chemicals used and other general experimental methodologies employed have
been given in detail in our previous papers [6,7].
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Cyclic voltammetric behavior
General features
In the first few cycles of potential of the amorphous Ni + Co alloy electrode in
alkaline solutions, Cr (and possibly B, but not the other elements) dissolves from
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Fig. 1. CV response in third to seventh potential cycles of Ni + Co alloy in 1 M NaOH (s = 100 mV s ').

an oxidized Cr-enriched surface region [6,7]. When the potential is then cycled (or
pulsed) between critical upper ( £ + ) and lower (E_) potential limits [6,7], similar
to the requirements for the growth of hydrous oxide films at Ir [16,17], Rh [21], W
[22] and polymers such as tetrathiofulvalene [12-14], the CV response shows a
continuously increasing pair of redox peaks centered at ca. 1.35 V (Fig. 1), while
the double-layer current remains constant and that due to the hydrogen evolution
reaction (HER) decreases in magnitude.
The general appearance of the CV is most similar to that observed at polycrystalline Ni [1,2,23], although the peak shapes and oxide growth rate are quite
different. The only electrochemical indicators of the presence of Co, which would
have been expected to be electroactive in the potential range investigated, is the
relative ease of electrochemical oxide growth and the pronounced electrochromism
which can be seen vividly as the film thickens (Ar sputtering Auger electron
spectroscopy (AES) analysis indicates Co presence at 30% [6]). Although AES
analysis shows that Cr, Mo and Fe are at least partially retained in the oxide film
[6], there are no electrochemical indications of their presence with continued
cycling.
The process occurring in the principal pair of redox peaks in Fig. 1 has been
ascribed [6] to the following representative reaction in NaOH solutions:
Ni" (or Co111) oxide + 2 0 H + Na +
» N i m ( o r Co IV )oxide • 2 0 H • N a + + e~
(1)
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In Fig. 1, the oxide film is still thin after the last cycle shown, as indicated by the
charge enhancement factor (CEF) of ca. 8. The CEF is determined from the ratio
of the charge in the cathodic peak C 2 after a particular oxide growth period to that
of a single monolayer of hydrous oxide film [6,7,24]. It can be seen that, contrary to
the oxide film response at polycrystalline Ni and Co electrodes, a pronounced
asymmetry is present between the anodic and cathodic peaks for the oxide formed
at the amorphous alloy surface. The anodic peak is sharp and narrow, while the
cathodic one is broader and smaller. These peak widths are not in agreement with
the theoretical value of 90 mV for a one-electron transfer surface reaction.
According to Angerstein-Kozlowska et al. [25], who examined the electrochemical characteristics of monolayer films, the peak width is an almost linear function
of the lateral interaction parameter g. Positive g values represent repulsive
interactions between sites within the film, while negative g values imply that
lateral attractive forces are present. This is similar to the suggestion by Peerce and
Bard [9] for polymer films that attractive interactions yield sharp and narrow
peaks, and vice versa for repulsive forces.
On the basis of reaction (1), the oxidized sites in the Ni + Co oxide film may be
surrounded by excess OH~ ions (repulsive lateral interactions, broad CV peak),
while the narrow anodic peak would then reflect less repulsive, more neutral
environments around the electroactive sites in the reduced form of the film. This is
equivalent to stating that the reduced film is more compact and highly cross-linked,
while the oxidized film is more swollen and expanded.
Figure 2 demonstrates that, for a somewhat thicker film with CEF = 30, the
asymmetry increases as the lower potential limit is extended to ca. 0.0 V. For thick
films, the A 2 peak can be inhibited to such an extent that it is situated well within
the potential range for the oxygen evolution reaction (OER).
Another variable which influences the A 2 peak shape and position is the
potential sweep rate [6]. The faster the rate of perturbation, particularly to
potentials near 0.0 V, the greater is the positive shift of A 2 and the more
pronounced is the asymmetry between the anodic and cathodic response (Fig. 3).
In the case of plasma polymerized vinylferrocene [8,10,26] and tetracyanoquinodimethane polymer films [27], both ions and solvent are injected during oxidation
to maintain electroneutrality, causing swelling to an extent which depends on the
type of solvent present, and vice versa during reduction. Therefore the oxidized
and reduced forms of the film are thermodynamically different, involving different
activities of the electroactive sites in the two forms of the film, and symmetrical
peaks would not be expected.
Determination of apparent diffusion coefficient
As shown in Figs. 2 and 3, it is difficult to establish the peak current-sweep rate
relationship reliably for peak A 2 , owing to the proximity of the OER and the
variation in the peak characteristics with E_, sweep rate etc., and therefore peak
C 2 was examined for its sweep rate dependence. It has been shown previously [7]
that a linear relationship is observed between peak current and sweep rate (up to
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Fig. 2. Influence of lower potential limit on CV response at s = 100 mV s
of hydrous oxide film
).
(CEF = 30): £ _ = 1.0 V (
), 0.8 V ( - • - ) , 0.6 V (••••), 0.4 V (---) and i0.2 V (

ca. 500 mV s _ 1 ) for a thin hydrous oxide film (ca. 20 nm). However, in the case of
thicker films, such a relationship is seen only at a relatively low sweep rate (Fig. 4,
curve a), while at higher sweep rates an sl/2 relationship is obtained (Fig. 4, curve
b). The latter relationship has also been reported for numerous polymer-coated
electrodes, and either electron hopping or associated ion transport can be considered to be rate limiting [10,11,28,29]. This interpretation of the observed kinetics
could also apply to reaction (1), in which both ions and electrons are involved.
From the slope of the plot in curve b (Fig. 4), the apparent diffusion coefficient
of the rate-limiting species during oxide reduction has been determined to be
1.9 X 10~10 cm2 s" 1 , using the semi-infinite linear diffusion equation [30]. This
value is well within the range of 10~ 7 -10 - 1 4 cm2 s _ 1 , obtained primarily for the
oxidation step for many polymer electrode systems, and is also close to that
obtained for Ni oxide oxidation in KOH solutions [31].
In many polymer studies, the rate-determining species is considered to be the
counter-ion, and this may also be the case here. However, the rate of reduction of
hydrous Ni + Co films may also be controlled by electron hopping if ion motion is
relatively rapid, especially in the swollen condition of the film. In comparison, the
coefficient obtained for the first oxidation-reduction step of hydrous Ir oxide in
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alkaline solutions was 3 X 10
rate-controlling step.

9

cm2 s ' [20], attributed to electron hopping as the

Chronoamperometric behavior
General features and dependence of current maximum on experimental variables
The j-t response of the hydrous Ni + Co oxide films to a potential step shows a
number of unusual properties. Figure 5 demonstrates a series of transients obtained in response to a square wave potential program from 1.0 V to various E+
values for an oxide film which is comparatively thin (CEF = 14). The response
shown was virtually unchanged when IR compensation was used. At an E + value
of 1.35 V (---), an apparently exponential decay of the anodic and cathodic
currents was observed. At E.+ = 1.38 V (
), an abnormal anodic current
maximum is seen, while when £ + is increased further, the current maximum is
still larger and appears at shorter times. At E+= 1.45 V, a more typical exponentially decaying anodic transient is seen again. In each case, the cathodic j-t
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Fig. 4. Dependence of peak current density of C 2 on s (curve a) and sl/2
CEF = 97.

(curve b) for oxide film with

response has a more normal appearance, although there is a very important and
marked difference in the anodic and cathodic charges passed (discussed in detail
below).
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In similar experiments carried out with electrochemically oxidized polycrystalline Ni and Co electrodes, anodic current maxima and differences in anodic and
cathodic charges were never observed. Also, when electrochemically oxidized
coprecipitated Ni + Co electrodes were subjected to the same tests [32], the
peculiar behavior shown in Fig. 5 was not obtained.
Current maxima similar to those in Fig. 5 have been reported for a number of
polymer-modified electrodes which require ion injection during oxidation [8.11,12].
In some of these studies, the anodic peak was considered to be related to a
potential-dependent film resistance to ion and solvent flow. When £ + is insufficient to overcome this resistance, film oxidation cannot be initiated rapidly. A
certain amount of time and a critical internal concentration of ions and solvent is
required to "break-in" the film, resulting in a resistance drop [8,12]. The cathodic
j-t response does not show such a peak, as the film is saturated with ions and
solvent in the oxidized state so that the film resistance is low.
Film resistance prior to oxidation may also be related to poor electronic
conductivity of the reduced form of the film. In this case, the "break-in" phenomenon could reflect an initially slow conversion of the film from a poor to a
better electronic conductor. This interpretation may have some bearing on these
Ni + Co oxide films, as Co 1 ", Ni" and Ni 1 " oxides are all known to be poor
electronic conductors relative to Co IV and Ni IV oxides [33].
Current maxima in j-t transients can also imply that a nucleation process has
occurred [34,35]. Using the above interpretations, it could be argued that, once
oxidation commences, the increasing conductivity (either electronic or ionic) within
the film catalyzes its further oxidation. This is similar to a nucleation process, in
that the reaction will accelerate as it progresses until ail the sites have been
consumed, and therefore a current maximum would be predicted.
The shape of the j-t transients for these oxidized amorphous alloy electrodes is
also very dependent on E . Figure 6 shows that, at more negative E_, the j-t
maximum appears at longer times. This is consistent with the results obtained in
the CV experiments (e.g. Fig. 2), in which the negative extension of E _ causes the
A 2 peak to shift positively, reflecting an increased inhibition to oxidation, while
the peak width decreases, indicative of the catalytic nature of the process once it
commences. Similar results have again been obtained with various polymer-coated
electrodes [9,11,12] and have been interpreted in terms of the loss of ions/solvenl
from the film at negative potentials, causing the subsequent oxidation step to be
more difficult.
It is of interest that for £_ > 1.24 V a smooth anodic current decay is seen (Fig.
7, ---) even for E+ « 1.37 V when the abnormal current maximum is usually seen.
When E = 1.0 V (Fig. 7,
), the anodic transient shows an incipient maximum at short times. The absence of the peak when E _ is sufficiently positive may
indicate that insufficient time is available for complete ion/solvent expulsion
(reaction (1)) or that the film is not completely reduced, thereby maintaining
sufficient electronic conductivity to ease the subsequent oxidation processs. This
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Fig 6. ;'-/ response to the potential step to E+ = 1.35 V from (a) E_ = 0 V, (b) 0.5 V and (c) 1.0 V.

result is consistent with the symmetrical appearance of the CV when the lower
limit is increased to ca. 1.2 V or more (Fig. 2).
The influence of the potential pulse width on the j-t response showed that, the
longer the time at E _, the lower and broader the current maximum, similar to the
effect seen by extending E _ negatively. This can again be explained in terms of
more complete film reduction, with associated diminished ion and solvent content,
and thus a higher film resistance. This effect can also be demonstrated by the
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application of repeated pulses from, for example, 1.0 V to 1.4 V (Fig. 8), after
several minutes spent at 1.0 V. It can be seen that the shape of the anodic
transient becomes sharper with time, and that the maximum gradually disappears
as insufficient time is available for complete film reduction. Finally, the presence
of the current maximum is more pronounced for thicker oxide films.
Diffusion coefficient determination
To compare the apparent diffusion coefficient obtained from chronoamperometry with that determined from the CV data, the ;'-/ transients were analyzed in
terms of the Cottrell equation
j = nFcDl/2/{Trtf/2

(2)

where c is the concentration of active sites in the film, D is the apparent diffusion
coefficient and n, the number of electrons passed per electroactive center, is
assumed to be unity, c can be estimated from
c = Q/nFV

(3)

where Q is the charge passed in peaks A 2 / C 2 in a slow sweep experiment, when
all the sites have reacted, and V is the film volume, determined from the area of
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Fig. 9. Cottrell plots for oxide film subjected to successive potential pulses between 1. 0 and 1.45 V.

the electrode and the (dry) film thickness determined from scanning electron
microscope (SEM) investigations [6].
Figure 9 shows both anodic and cathodic j-t{/2
plots for a number of experimental conditions. These plots do not go through the origin, which may be
indicative of resistive effects at short times [8]. However, even with the use of IR
compensation, these nonzero intercepts are still present, and therefore either the
IR compensation is inadequate when the resistance of the system changes over the
course of the oxidation-reduction process, or this effect has another origin.
From the linear part of the slope of these plots, D ~ 2.4 X 10~ 10 cm2 s _ 1 for
the negative step, very similar to that obtained from the analysis of the CV data.
10
cm2
The slope obtained for the anodic j-tl/2
data led to a value of 1.9 X 10
1
s' .
Anomalous charge ratios - oxide disproportionation
As referred to earlier, and seen from Figs. 5, 6 and 8, the ratio of the anodic to
cathodic charge density during potential pulsing is usually greater than, and can be
up to ca. 4. This is particularly true when E+ is in the range which yields the
current maximum, i.e. ca. 1.35-1.45 V, the more negative E_ is and the thicker
the oxide film. This is shown clearly in Fig. 10 in a plot of the charge ratio versus
E+ for a number of different experimental conditions.
It is very important to note that the same unusual charge ratios continue to be
observed even after many identical potential pulses are applied and are independent of IR compensation. Furthermore, the anodic charge density never exceeds
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that observed in a slow sweep CV experiment, remaining virtually constant in
repeat experiments. Therefore these results rule out the occurrence of other
oxidation reactions such as the OER or metal/oxide dissolution during the
positive step.
In order to investigate these effects further, a combination of chronoamperometry and voltammetry was used. In Fig. 11 (curve a), the potential was scanned to
1.45 from 1.00 V at 100 mV s~x, but stepped negatively, resulting in an unusual
charge ratio of ca. 3. When the potential was stepped between these limits (curve
b), the ratio is now ca. 2. When the potential was stepped positively, but scanned
negatively, the cathodic charge increased and the charge ratio is close to unity
(curve c). These results demonstrate very clearly that there is no loss of charge in
the positive pulse, but that the oxide reduction charge is anomalously low when a
negative potential step is employed.
In another series of experiments (not shown in the figure), the potential was
stepped positively but scanned negatively at different sweep rates. At sweep rates
less than ca. 500 mV s - 1 , qa/qc is close to unity. qc then decreases significantly
when the negative sweep rate is increased beyond this, while qa remains constant.
On the basis of the above, it is suggested that, during the negative pulse, the
oxide film is reduced both electrochemically, as monitored by the charge which
passes, and in a parallel chemical reaction. As this occurs only when the potential
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-20 —

Fig. 11. Combination of potential scan and step experiments (E+ = 1.45 V; E_ = 0.98 V; s = 100 mV
s~'): (a) positive sweep, negative step; (b) positive step, negative step; (c) positive step, negative sweep.

is decreased rapidly, it is also proposed that this is a result of nonequilibrium
conditions which are generated within the oxide film.
Examination of reaction (1) shows that, during oxide reduction, both OH~ and
Na + ions should be expelled from the oxide film. Assuming, first, that the
diffusion-controlled behavior observed in Fig. 4 reflects slow electron hopping
through the oxide film, then film reduction can be envisaged as commencing at the
metal-oxide interface and proceeding, with time, towards the solution.
To simplify this discussion, the oxide film can be considered as a series of plates
lying parallel to the electrode surface, each of which may contain numerous
monolayers of oxide (Fig. 12). For the purpose of this discussion, the oxide is
assumed to be in the M m state at E+ and the M n state at E_, where M
represents the electroactive metal center. At E+ the oxide is considered to be
saturated with the required ions and solvent. When the anodic current decays to
zero, it is assumed that all sites have been converted to the M U1 state.
When E _ is applied, electrons are injected into the film, reducing the M 1 " sites
in layer 1 (Fig. 12), denoted in the reactions below as LI [32]:
(Ll)M(OH) 4 Na + + e~*» ( L l ) M ( O H ) 2 + 2 0 F T + Na +

(4)

The OH~ (and N a + ) species generated will then diffuse towards the outer
solution. With time at E_, electrons will be continuously injected into the film,
gradually reducing the outer layers. During this process, as OH~ moves outwards,
a pH gradient will develop across the film such that the pH is higher further
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Fig. 12. Schematic diagram of hydrous Ni + Co oxide film, u.sing the labeling system described in the
text.

outwards and lower towards the inner portions of the oxide film. Under these
conditions, adjacent layers of film in the M111 state could form a "concentration
cell". The M n i sites at lower pH will oxidize nearby M m sites at higher pH,
leading to the following type of redox reaction:
( L l ) M n i o x i d e - x O H ^ - m N a + + ( L 2 ) M m oxide -y OH ~ n N a
( L l ) M n ( O H ) 2 + (L2)M I V 0 2 -(x+y-

2)OH~-(m

+

+ n)Na +

(5)

The M 0 2 generated at this potential (e.g. N i 0 2 and/or CoO z ) is not expected
to be stable [36,37] in this potential range, and has been reported to disproportionate rapidly to oxygen and M11 oxide [37]. In this manner, some M I i r oxide is
reduced to M11 oxide without the passage of an electron into the underlying metal,
leading to lower measured cathodic versus anodic charge densities.
It should be noted that if the rate of- reduction of these Ni + Co oxides were
controlled by ion diffusion, then the reaction would commence at the outer
film-solution interface. Again, a pH gradient could be established within the film,
but would encompass the reduced M u sites, i.e. the ionic gradient would lag
behind the reaction front. These M11 sites would not be readily converted to a
stable lower oxidation state at E+. Ni11 oxide, in particular, can be reduced only to
metallic Ni, and only at potentials less than ca. 0.0 V.
It is also possible that, during the potential step to E_, a -high local pH is
generated in the reacting part of the film. This could shift the local M i n - M
equilibrium potential negatively, so that some oxidation of the M I U sites occurs
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during the cathodic pulse. As the pH stabilizes, the newly formed M l v oxide could
again disproportionate to form M " oxide and oxygen, which would lead to the
lower measured cathodic charge.
During the oxidation step, if electron hopping is the rate-determining step, the
reaction would commence at the metal-oxide interface. As hydroxide ions are
injected into the oxide film, the pH gradient would exist in the reduced (outer)
part of the film and no disproportionation could then occur. If ion diffusion were
rate determining during film oxidation, then the pH gradient would develop in the
outer part of the film and would then encompass the oxidized region, so that
disproportionation could once again take place. This would lead to an increase in
the measured anodic charge density at high rates of oxidation versus that at slower
rates. As the anodic charge is found to be independent of the rate of oxidation, it
is probable that electron hopping is also rate limiting during oxidation.
SUMMARY

Oxide films, formed at an amorphous Ni + Co-based alloy electrode by a
continuous potential cycling method, display an asymmetrical CV response similar
to many polymer-coated electrode systems. The principal anodic peak exhibits a
strong dependence on a number of experimental variables, shifting positively and
narrowing as the lower potential limit is made more negative and when longer
times are spent at this potential. The cathodic peak is always substantially broader
than the anodic one and is independent of the above variables, and can therefore
be studied kinetically. Films having a thickness greater than several hundred
angstroms show diffusion-controlled behavior at standard sweep rates with a
diffusion coefficient, during reduction, of ca. 2 x l 0 ~ 1 0 cm2 s - 1 . The overall
nature of the CV response and the magnitude of the cathodic diffusion coefficient,
as compared with those of polymer films at electrodes, may indicate that the oxide
film expands during oxidation by the injection of ions and associated solvent, and
contracts during reduction.
Under potential step conditions, anodic transients show unusual maxima which
are more pronounced at more negative and longer times at the lower limit, for
thicker films and at particular upper potential limits. The cathodic j-t response is
exponential in nature, yielding a diffusion coefficient of similar magnitude to that
obtained from sweep experiments. Under most conditions, the cathodic transient
involves significantly less charge than during the oxidation step. This is hypothesized to reflect the occurrence of a disproportionation reaction between the
oxidized sites, brought about by the establishment of local concentration cells
induced by pH gradients under non-steady-state conditions within the oxide film.
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